
 

 

Rose’s Garden  
    Asset Request List 

 

 

 This document is a list of assets requested for the design and level 

construction of Rose’s Garden, the playground environment for the wolf form and 

the end goal of Sprint 1 for Morpheus. Keep in mind that everything in this 

document is only an asking of what you can produce and is by no means a “we 

need every single thing here 100%”. If you, or the other artists, can only get some 

of this document done, that is perfectly fine. There is, however, a small time 

constraint. We do need what can be made done by Tuesday-Wednesday of next 

week so the designers have enough time to actually make the area.  



#1: Garden tiles: 

There are two kinds of tiles that would be cool to work with. The first is making 

pathways. This could either be done as a texture alone or as a modeled tile shape. 

The other is used as a border around specific parts of the garden. Two examples 

are shown below on what you can do, but otherwise have fun with this one and do 

whatever you want. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



#2 Grass Hedges - Priority 

These hedges can have flowers in them, special patterns, or anything you want to 

do besides faces or weird things, but keep in mind that we need corner pieces, 

possible curved pieces, and straight pieces. All of these have to “connect” with one 

another. You do not have to do roots or trunks, as we can use the ones in the assets 

for that.  

 

 

 



#3 Fountain 

We just need a single fountain, possibly with rose etched on the walls of it and 

with flowing water. It can either look simple, or you can make it elaborate and 

detailed. I’ll leave this up to you. If possible, try to make the style of the fountain 

match the tile design choice made in #1 

 

 

 

 

 

 



#3: Roses 

Particularly red roses, It would be very helpful to have a single, individual rose 

(non-planted), as well as a single one (planted) and possible a bunch of them in a 

single bush. If you want to do other colors besides red, that would be fine. If not, 

try to make the material used for the flower separate from the stem and leaves so it 

could be possibly changed.  

 

 



 

 

 

#4: Exotic Flowers 

There’s many kinds that would be really cool, but with the low poly, simplistic 

style that the game has, it may be difficult to pull this off. I’m just going to put a 

bunch of images here. Can always look up other ideas and make those too. Not 

picky. 

 



 

 

#5: Super Massive Flowers 

Yay strange and dream-like worlds. The main thing to play with as the wolf is 

scents. I’d like to have large flowers where the pollen can be knocked out of them 

like a separate object and roll around dragging scent trails. The scent trails are 

already done, but we could use larger flowers with large softball to basketball-

sized pollen balls (or large seeds, whatever works better) that are separate from the 

flowers. If possible, one of the super massive flowers should be separated and 



animated to open and close.

 

 

 


